
 
 

UseLab Sp. z o. o. respect a privacy of www.uselab.pl Users. The implementation of this policy aims to inform 

Users how they can protect their privacy during using the Service. Therefore, we encourage you to familiarize 

yourself with this policy. 

 

PRIVACY POLICY 

1. UseLab Sp. z o. o. ul. Bagatela 10/19 00-585 Warszawa is the Administrator of the Website and the 

entity responsible for storing cookies in the memory of the terminal equipment. 

2. Cookie files are a text files which are stored in the Users terminal equipment. Cookie files usually 

contains Website name which they come from, the time of keeping them in the terminal equipment 

memory and unique number. 

3. Purposes of storing: 

1. Statistics, i.e. to enable the Administrator to familiarize with the way Users use the Website, 

2. Content adjustment to the Users preferences, by storing made choices and for User 

identification purposes, 

3. Users facilitation, 

4. Administrator uses: 

1. Session cookies, that are stored in the terminal equipment memory until User closes the 

browser. Refusal of cookies may disable the functionalities of the Website. 

2. Persistent cookies, i.e. that are stored in the terminal equipment memory for a specified by the 

Administrator period of time or until User delete them, 

3. The outer, i.e. belonging to third parties such as derived from Administrator partners, used for 

commercial and information purposes. 

5. The types of cookies used by the service: 

1. Safety cookies – used to ensure safety during the authentication process, 

2. Efficiency cookies – used to collect the data of the way of using the Website, 

3. Commercial cookies - used to adjust the content of advertisement to User preferences, 

4. Necessary cookies - enabling Users to use the functionalities of the Website, 

5. Functional cookies – used for User interface personalization, 

6. Storing cookies files in the memory of the terminal equipment is the subject of the User’s consent. 

Browser allows the User to change his preferences for permitting or decline cookies files on his terminal 

equipment. Particular attention requires that browser usually implicitly accepts cookie files. 

7. At any time User may change browser settings and give permission for storing cookies files in the 

memory of terminal equipment or block them. 

8. Administrator declares that refusing cookie files may cause inability to use the certain features on the 

Website. 

9. The Website uses also cookie files belonging to entities cooperating with the Administrator. 

 


